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Hydrogen atom in circularly polarized microwaves: Chaotic ionization via core scattering
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The ionization of hydrogen atoms in a circularly polarized~CP! microwave field is studied using classical
mechanics and simulations. We first focus on the ionization of circular orbits in a model two-dimensional atom
for which there have been previous simulations and studies. It has been suggested that in the ionization of both
circular and elliptical states collisions with the nucleus play only a minor role. However, the ionization of
circular states, in particular, is known to be strongly dependent on the details of the microwave pulse shape.
We explain this observation and show that, in some cases, essentially the entire initial ensemble of atoms is
ionized during the rise time of the microwave field. Under these conditions, atoms are switched directly into
unbound parts of phase space and promptly scatter to infinity without collisions with the nucleus—succinctly,
the rise time of the pulse is responsible for the vast majority of ionization events. We identify the conditions
leading to this situation based on analytical and numerical studies of the behavior of the Jacobi constantK
~energy in the rotating frame! during the rise time of the field. A large number of classical simulations are
presented not only for initially circular states but also for states of medium eccentricity. For orbits that survive
the pulse rise time these computations support a model of ionization that involves collisions with the core. We
argue that the complexity of the ionization of hydrogen atoms in CP microwaves can be ascribed to the fact
that orbits of different initial eccentricity in the original ensemble are not only switched to different regions of
phase space, but also to different values of the Jacobi constant, during the rise time of the pulse.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In pioneering experiments, Gallagher and co-workers@1#
observed the ionization of~sodium! Rydberg atoms by cir-
cularly ~CP! and elliptically~EP! polarized microwave fields
~frequencyv58.5 GHz! ~see also@2# and @3#!. These ex-
periments showed a strong dependence of the ioniza
threshold on polarization but found that the CP thresh
field F goes approximately as 1/16n4 ~n is the principal
quantum number! as in the static case—i.e., the Stark effe
Fu et al. @1# explained their CP results by going to a rotati
frame and proposing that, in this frame, ionization proce
in roughly the same way as for a static field, i.e., a static fi
has the same effect whether its coordinate system is rota
or not. Subsequently Nauenberg@4# argued that the ioniza
tion mechanism was substantially more complicated and
the effect of rotation on the ionization threshold must
taken into account. Ever since, the theory of the CP prob
has been surrounded by controversy but, as with most s
cases, it has also been a vehicle for the discovery of
phenomena. For example, it has been suggested that it m
be possible to create nonstationary, nondispersive electr
wave packets in Rydberg atoms using CP fields@5#, possibly
in combination with magnetic fields@6,7#. These states ar
associated with equilibria that are created by the CP field
support stable motion in much the same fashion as grav
tional equilibrium points in the restricted three-body proble
of celestial mechanics@5,8,9#. The similarity is so close to
the dynamics of the Trojan asteroids that the term ‘‘Tro
wave packet’’ has come to be associated with these sta
Here is not the place for a comprehensive review of the
551050-2947/97/55~5!/3730~16!/$10.00
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problem although, after the discussion and remarks
Zakrzewski, Ge¸barowski, and Delande@10#, the time is ripe
for an objective overview of the field.

In fact, the paper by Zakrzewski, Ge¸barowski, and De-
lande @10# brings into sharp focus a controversy that h
been brewing for some time: simply put, must an electr
collide with the nucleus to ionize in a CP field? Indeed, R
@10# is sprinkled with statements to the effect that core c
lisions are not relevant to ionization in the high-frequen
CP problem and the paper concludes by asserting
‘‘ . . . the fact that states of medium eccentricity are easi
to ionize confirms thatcollisions with the nucleus play a
minor role in the CPM ~i.e., CP microwave! ionization of
elliptical and circular states’’~italics and parentheses ours!.
This clearly implies that not only are core collisionsnot
neededfor ionization but that they areirrelevant in the ion-
ization of all except linear orbits. Similar conclusions a
drawn in Ref.@11# and this view is shared by other researc
ers who, based on the Kepler map@12,13#, also claim the
existence of a new ionization process in which the elect
in the CP problem picks up energy while it is remote fro
the nucleus and then ionizes directly@14–16#. It should be
noted that these latter authors@14,16# do not, however, go so
far as to propose that this channel is dominant. In this pa
we adopt the usual definition of a collision, i.e., a particle
scattered by some scattering center while obeying conse
tion laws ~e.g., angular-momentum barriers!. As in conven-
tional collision theory, such an encounter is considered to
a collision even if the distance of closest approach is
zero.

Of course, it is counterintuitive to imagine ionizatio
3730 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 3731HYDROGEN ATOM IN CIRCULARLY POLARIZED . . .
without collisions: e.g., in the linearly polarized~LP! mi-
crowave system core collisions are the dominant ioniza
mechanism@17–19# and conservation of angular momentu
makes ionization of linear orbits particularly efficient.
contrast, in the planar CP problem, angular momentum~i.e.,
the quantum numberm! is not conserved and linear, o
nearly linear, orbits turn out to be relatively stable, desp
frequent collisions with the nucleus. It should be noted t
positing that collisions with the core are necessary for i
ization does not imply that collisions, or close encounte
with the nucleus aresufficientto cause ionization. After all
linear orbits in the hydrogen atom itself collide with th
nucleus without ionizing: actually, in the CP problem t
linear orbits are strongly coupled to the nucleus and so
what adiabatically decoupled from the CP field, hence th
stability @20#.

Some perspective can be gained by considering re
work using half-cycle pulses~HCP! that has only reempha
sized the role of core collisions in the ionization of Rydbe
atoms@21#. The point of HCP experiments is to craft a pul
that circumvents the need for core collisions as a mechan
for energy transfer. Unlike a laser pulse, the electric field
an HCP pulse does allow momentum transfer to an es
tially free electron that is remote from the nucleus. In light
this widely grasped fact it seems surprising that an alm
free electron in a CP field can absorb energy and ionize e
though the momentum impulse communicated to a free e
tron by the electric fieldF(t), i.e.,

Dp5E
2`

`

F~ t !dt ~1!

is zero.
Other researchers, including ourselves, have mainta

that collisions with the core are necessary for the atom
ionize @8,15#. Early insight into this problem came from a
unexpected quarter: Mignard’s@22# studies of an analogou
problem in planetary physics, namely, dust orbiting a pla
while simultaneously subject to radiation pressure. The si
larity of the two problems can be seen most closely by c
sulting Deprit@23#, who did not fail to recognize the connec
tion with atomic physics and who discusses in some de
the nuances of Hamiltonian dynamics in a rotating fra
@24#. Mignard’s research highlighted collisions with the a
mosphere as a means of depleting a planetary dust ring.
objective of this paper is to answer the question~for a hy-
drogen atom in a CP field!: ‘‘Must an electron suffer col-
lisions with the nucleus to ionize?’’

At the outset we wish to make clear that the answer
pends critically on the conditions under which the expe
ments or simulations are performed—a point emphasized
Kappertz and Nauenberg@25#. Regrettably, the issue ha
been somewhat clouded by a failure to take details of s
preparation into account, especially a failure to distingu
the following situations@10#: ~i! ionization of an electron
that is continuously subjected to a CP field~the so-called
continuous wave, or ‘‘CW,’’ limit! and~ii ! ionization during
the CP field rise-time and turn-off phases of the experime
Simulations that seek to mimic experiments must, of nec
sity, employ some rise time and turn off of the microwa
field. This involves selection of the initial ensemble of sta
n
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followed by a decision about what shape of pulse to use, h
long the pulse should be on, and the criteria used to decid
an electron has ionized. Indeed, for the long pulses typic
used in CP experiments it is critical that ionization during t
‘‘flat-top’’ part of the pulse be understood, i.e., how does
electron ionize while the CP field is still ‘‘on’’, as distinc
from ionization during the rise or fall of the pulse?

Another point of possible confusion concerns the relatio
ship of initial orbital parameters to the orbits that are p
pared at the end of the pulse rise time. Clearly orbits of
initial Kepler problem are linear, circular, or elliptical. Be
cause angular momentum is not conserved when the CP
is turned on, it is no longer possible~for strong fields! to use
the language of perturbation theory and refer to linear, el
tical, and circular orbits as if such orbits necessarily gr
smoothly out of the Kepler limit. The topologies of orbits
the CP problem are, for the strong-field strengths and h
frequencies used, determined by nonlinear mechanisms
by the pulse shape and may not respect the initial eccen
ity of a Kepler orbit in the original ensemble. We argue th
the complexity of the ionization of hydrogen atoms in C
microwaves can be ascribed to the fact that orbits of differ
eccentricity in the original ensemble are not only switched
different regions of phase space during the pulse rise ti
but also, to different values of energy in the rotating fram
~Jacobi constant!. At the conclusion of the switching proces
each orbit emerges into phase space with its own Jacobi
stant. Because the distribution of regular, chaotic, and s
tering regions in phase space itself depends in a com
way on~i! the Jacobi constant,~ii ! the field strength, and~iii !
the field frequency, it is difficult to predict the ultimate fa
of an orbit based on a knowledge only of its initial ecce
tricity. To backup these statements we map the parts of ph
space to which the pulse takes the initial ensemble.

Before launching into the details, we wish to present o
resolution to this problem in general terms. Any electron t
survives the rise time of the pulse can only escape eithe~i!
by colliding with the nucleus directly or~ii ! by colliding with
a barrier that shields the nucleus from direct hits. This bar
is much like a potential energy barrier, except it define
region where themechanical velocitiesrather than the mo-
menta become imaginary, i.e., it is a barrier in azero-velocity
surface. In the latter case we find that the radius of the or
can extend to many hundreds of times the distance of
closest approach between successive collisions before ion
tion finally occurs. The ionization mechanism is, thus, fu
damentally collisional. How hard of a collision the electro
needs to suffer depends, in principle, on how close it is to
ionization threshold. Unfortunately, in the CP problem the
has been no prior analysis of what that threshold actually
The presence of nonconserved velocity-dependent Cor
forces rules out naively examining a potential energy to
termine the threshold. A component of our argument
therefore, to identify an asymptotic ionization threshold.
an electron lies well below this threshold it either needs
collide many times with the core or to undergo one or a f
hard collisions to ionize. Electrons that, at the end of the r
time, are marginally below the threshold need only mak
soft collision ~i.e., a collision at relatively large distance!
with the core to ionize. We find that, for the circular orbi
and field parameters used in Ref.@11#, thebulk of the atoms
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are ionized directly during the pulse rise time and those
survive, in most cases, lie so close to the threshold that o
a relatively soft collision with the nucleus is required. W
pause to note that there is, of course, no paradox assoc
with an electron being ionized during the rise time~or turn
off! of the pulse. After all, the pulse might switch an electr
directly into the exit channel after which it has no choice b
to ionize promptly. This, in fact, turns out to be a distin
possibility in the CP system where electrons can ionize
promptly that some orbits only rarely intersect a Poinc´
surface of section~SOS, singular and plural!.

A final issue relates to the integrability of this system:
a rotating frame the problem has two integrable limits,
Stark and linear Zeeman limits@26#. The transition between
these extreme cases is quite complicated but at the end o
pulse rise time it is critical to understand, for whatever val
the Jacobi constantK is switched to by the pulse, whethe
one is in a region of chaos, close to one of the integra
limits, or in an intermediate regime. This can be understo
by examining SOS at fixedK values. However, because di
ferent initial orbits~e.g., circular vs elliptical!, and, possibly,
even different points along thesameorbit, end up with dif-
ferent K values, it is not possible to use a single SOS
describe the ultimate fate of the initial ensemble. By exa
ining SOS for individual orbits~using their particularK val-
ues at the end of the pulse rise time! we are able to draw
some general conclusions about the ionization of low, m
dium, and high eccentricity orbits under specific field con
tions. We emphasize, however, thatno single set of all-
purpose conclusions or rules of thumbneed apply in all
situations. However, the theoretical framework and num
cal recipes we present might prove useful as a ‘‘tool box’’
use in understanding particular sets of experimental or
merical data.

The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II introduces
Hamiltonian and a consideration of the asymptotics of
ionization channel in the rotating frame. This leads to s
cific predictions as to when the atom will ionize. In partic
lar, we show how, for circular orbits, to obtain analytic
estimates for the energy in the rotating frame at the end
the pulse. This allows us to construct SOS that are salien
the explicitly time dependent simulations performed in t
nonrotating frame. Section III is given over to a series
classical simulations that consider ionization caused by
way the CP field is turned on and off over a finite period.
particular, we analyze the times at which circular trajector
ionize in relation to the pulse duration using the model p
sented in Sec. II. These simulations show that collisions
necessary for ionization unless the pulse prepares atom
direct-scattering regions of phase space. Again, the me
nism that we propose in Sec. II is used to explain our res
which are then placed into perspective by comparison w
extant computations. Although our emphasis is on the i
ization of circular states in the high-frequency regime
also consider ionization of initial orbits of medium eccentr
ity. Conclusions are in Sec. IV.

II. HAMILTONIAN AND ASYMPTOTICS

In this paper we concern ourselves only with the relat
motion for a hydrogen atom~in the limit of an infinitely
at
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massive nucleus! subjected to a CP microwave field~field
strengthF and angular frequencyv!. In atomic units (me
5\5e51) the Hamiltonian is given by

H5E~ t !5
1

2
~px

21py
21pz

2!2
1

r

1 f ~ t !F~x cosvt1y sinvt !, ~2!

wherev is the microwave frequency andf (t) controls the
rise time and turn off of the pulse and will generally be tak
to describe a ‘‘flat-top’’ shape, i.e.,

f ~ t !51, t1,t,t2 . ~3!

We will give explicit functional forms off (t) during the
rise-time and turn-off stages later. In some situations we w
assume thatf (t)51 for all t. Throughout we work in scaled
unitsE→E/n2, F→n4F, v→n3v, t→t/n3, but for conve-
nience will not change the symbols for these quantities. T
time dependence arising from the CP field@rather than from
f (t)# in Eq. ~2! can be eliminated by going to a frame th
rotates at the constant angular velocityv. This leads to the
Hamiltonian

K5
1

2
~px

21py
21pz

2!2
1

r
2v~xpy2ypx!1 f ~ t !Fx, ~4!

where, again for notational simplicity,x,y,z, etc. are now
taken to refer to the rotating frame—Hamiltonians deno
by the letterK will always be in a rotating frame.K has
dimensions of energy in the rotating frame. In the limit th
f (t) is constant~e.g. during the ‘‘flat-top’’ part of the pulse!
K is a constant of motion analogous to the Jacobi constan
celestial mechanics@9#. In fact, the behavior ofK is central
to the ionization process. At this point we specialize to t
planar limit z5pz50 for a number of reasons: In sever
studies@8,10,25# the classical and quantum mechanics ofH
andK have been investigated in thex-y plane because: ~i!
a particle started out in the planez50, with pz50 will re-
main forever in that plane,~ii ! the classical dynamics in th
plane can be studied using SOS, and~iii ! ionization might be
expected to occur along the electric-field direction, as in
Stark effect@1#. In particular, the calculations in Ref.@11# are
performed in the two-dimensional~2D! planar limit. We em-
phasize, however, that our simulations use a 3D code ba
on the technique of regularization of the 3D Hamiltonian
extended phase space@27#. The planar Hamiltonian is, in the
rotating frame,

K5
1

2
~px

21py
2!2

1

r
2v~xpy2ypx!1 f ~ t !Fx ~5!

and our immediate task is to estimate the asymptotic ion
tion limit.

A. Ionization threshold

The calculation of an unambiguous ionization threshold
complicated by the fact that it is impossible to define
potential-energy surface in this problem because the Cor
term in Eq.~5! is not conserved. In a sense to be explain
the threshold is a dynamical one that depends on the par
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55 3733HYDROGEN ATOM IN CIRCULARLY POLARIZED . . .
lar orbit involved. However, it is possible to deduce
asymptotic ionization limit. We begin with the problem
the rotating frame: consider Eq.~5! in cylindrical coordi-
nates~r,f!, wherer5Ax21y2, f5arctan(y/x), i.e.,

K5
1

2 S Pr
21

Pf
2

r2 D 2
1

r
2vPf1Fr cosf ~6!

and the switching functionf (t) has been temporarily set t
unity. Let us imagine an experiment in which, say, a circu
orbit of the hydrogen atom is subjected to a CP field t
rises fromt50 with some shape given byf (t). At time t
50 the Jacobi constantK0 will take a value defined by

E5K01vPf , ~7!

whereE is the initial hydrogenic energy. During the rise tim
of the field bothK andE will change with time until the CP
field is fully switched on. At that pointK will become a
constant of the motion whileE andPf will continue to vary.
If the atom ionizes thenr→` and the Hamiltonian, for finite
Pf , reduces to

K52vPf1Fr cosf, ~8!

which establishes a relationship between the Jacobi con
K, v, F, and Pf . BecausePf is not conserved it seem
impossible to tell if the atom will ionize or is even bound
the end of the pulse. A favorable ionization channel might
deduced by looking at the level curves of Eq.~8! which show
that, along the linef50 the angular momentum must ris
roughly as fast asr to conserveK. However, alongf
5p/2 ~the y direction! conservation of the Jacobi consta
can be maintained asr→` simply by requiring thatPf5
2K/v. Taking as an examplev54 and an electron initially
on a circular orbit withPf51, then the initial Jacobi con
stantK524.5 ~E521/2 in scaled units!. Asymptotically
the effective potential takes the value2vPf . BecausePf is
not conserved whenFÞ0 this is only a rough guide to th
ionization threshold and is strictly valid only in the zero-fie
limit; however, it indicates that once the Jacobi const
achieves the value2vPf or greater the electron might b
asymptotically free. This analysis can be placed on a m
rigorous footing by establishing a better estimate of the i
ization threshold.

Consider again Eq.~5! in the asymptotic region where th
Coulomb term can be neglected andf (t)51

K5 1
2 ~px

21py
2!2v~xpy2ypx!1Fx. ~9!

The linear term inx can be removed by a canonical transfo
mation

x5j1x0 , px5pj ; y5h, py5ph1p0 , ~10!

with x05F/v2, p05F/v, giving

K5
1

2
~pj

21ph
2 !2v~jph2hpj!1

F2

2v2 , ~11!

and we may set the asymptotic constant of motionPf8
5(jph2hpj). Thus the ionization limit is given by
r
t

nt

e

t

re
-

K52vPf8 1
F2

2v2 . ~12!

In the original Cartesian coordinates

Pf8 5~xpy2ypx!2
F

v2 ~py1wx!1
F2

v3 . ~13!

As soon as the quantityQ5(K2F2/2v2)/Pf8 .2v the
electron is above the asymptotic ionization threshold a
may, in principle, ionize directly. The time it actually take
to escape will depend on the precise value ofK and the
region of phase space that the electron finds itself in w
the pulse enters its flat-top stage. At the end of the pulse
time some atoms might fall in regular parts of phase sp
where the Kolmogorov-Arnol’d-Moser~KAM ! tori abound,
others in chaotic regions, and yet others in scattering reg
for which the particle simply departs to infinity~just like
starting out an electron in the hydrogen atom with ene
E.0!. It stands to reason, however, that not allinitial con-
ditions will be bounded nor will all of them ionize: becaus
the initial state is not prepared in the asymptotic region
instantaneousvalue ofQ.2v may not mean that the orbi
will ultimately ionize becauseQ can oscillate wildly in the
inner region. All of these points are best illustrated by act
examples.

To make a comparison with Ref.@11#, we consider ini-
tially circular orbits withv54 andF54.5. The pulse used
is as defined in Ref.@11#, i.e.,

f ~ t !5H sin2~pt/2t!

1
cos2$p@ t2~T2t!#/2t%
0

for 0,t,t
for t5t1,t,T2t5t2
for T2t,t,T
elsewhere

~14!

although in some simulations, for which the flat top is lon
we do not actually turn the pulse off. Further, this pul
shape may not always correspond as closely with the exp
mental situation as one might desire, but we adopt the s
pulse as a previous work@11#, again for comparison. The
suite of pictures contained in Fig. 1 shows various orbit p
rameters for a trajectory that is deliberately chosen to be
similar as possible to the one in Fig. 5~c! of Ref. @11#, i.e., an
orbit that ionizes, apparently without colliding with or com
ing close to the nucleus. In this case, following Ref.@11#, the
pulse is not a flat top sincet525 andT550 Kepler periods
~Kepler periods will be assumed whenever values oft and
T are given!. Figure 1~b! shows how the Jacobi ‘‘constant’
@the functionK(t) will, from here on, be referred to as th
‘‘Jacobi function,’’ tempted as we are to call it the Jacobi#
changes from its initial value as a function of time while Fi
1~c! shows the radius of the orbit. Because the pulse has
flat topK never achieves a constant value. The main poin
that the electron ionizes roughly at the top of the pulse.
clarify the situation we repeated the calculation using a fl
top pulse. This case is illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows
behavior ofQ with time indicating that~i! it achieves con-
stant asymptotic value, as predicted, and~ii ! Q.2v asymp-
totically for an ionizing orbit. This latter finding will be sub
stantiated further in Sec. III. As shown in Fig. 1~c!, upon
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FIG. 1. Time evolution of orbit parameters withv54, F54.5, t/2p525, T/2p550 for an initially circular orbit (Pf51); ~a!
coordinate space projection of the orbit,~b! Jacobi function,~c! the radius of the orbit. The pulse achieves its maximum value att'157
~scaled units!.
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ionization, the electron’s radius increases smoothly afte
final oscillation of the radiusr (t). The ‘‘time of ionization’’
we will use throughout the study is the time at which t
electron experiences its closest approach to the nucleus
mediately prior to ionization. This point is shown by an a
row in Fig. 1~c! and is characteristic of all ionizing trajecto
ries. We obtain this ‘‘last point-of-closest approach’’ by ba
integrating a trajectory after it has ionized~i.e., entered the
asymptotic region!. The next issue, dealt with in Sec. II B,
the prediction of the value thatK achieves at the end of th
rise-time period.
a

m-

B. Kapitza averaging: the Jacobi functionK„t…
for circular orbits

It is apparent from an examination of Fig. 1~b! that the
Jacobi function, at least in the high-frequency regime, ha
shape quite similar to that of the pulse, and apart from h
frequency oscillations it changes smoothly during the r
time of the pulse. This section shows how Kapitza’s meth
@28# can be used to estimate the value the Jacobi cons
will take at the peak of the pulse. In the rotating frame w
may write
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K~ t !5
1

2 S Pr
21

Pf
2

r2 D 2
1

r
2vPf1 f ~ t !Fr cosf ~15!

or

K~ t !5K01 f ~ t !Fr cosf. ~16!

For a circular orbit we assume thatf'Vt where, in the
rotating frame and in the high-frequency limit~v@vK , with
vK being the Kepler frequency! V'2v. In scaled units the
radius of the initial orbitr51. A straightforward application
of the Kapitza averaging method to the Hamiltonian

K~ t !5K01 f ~ t !Fr cosVt, ~17!

where f (t) is assumed to be slowly varying results in t
expression forK(t)

K~ t !5K01
F2

2v2 f ~ t !
2. ~18!

Figure 3 compares this estimate with actual simulations
both a high- and low-frequency case assuming an initia
circular orbit. The comparison is excellent for the hig
frequency case, and, as expected, the approximation det
rates at low frequencies. Actually, this approximation wo
rather well even for initially eccentric orbits in the high
frequency limit assuming their frequencies are well appro
mated by the mean motion. Armed with confidence in t
result~in the high-frequency limit! we can, therefore, use th
fact that, at the end of the rise timef (t1)51 to arrive at the
final value ofK, i.e.,K(t1)5K01F2/2v2. Since the ioniza-
tion limit is given byK52vPf8 1F2/2v2 then we can es-
timate the ionization threshold in terms of the initial value
the Jacobi constantK0 , i.e., K052vPf8 . Unfortunately, it
is not possible to estimate the value ofPf8 at the end of the
pulse since this is not a well conserved quantity except in
asymptotic regime. Let us take an opposite point
view: asymptotically the ionization threshold is given b
Eq. ~12! and therefore the threshold value ofPf8 needed to
ionize isPf8 ,2K0 /v, which for the parametersv54 and
F54.5 givesPf8 ,1.125. The very rough estimatePf8 'Pf

51 indicates thatall the initial conditions along a circula

FIG. 2. Time evolution of the quantityQ for the same orbit as
Fig. 1. The horizontal line is the asymptotic value as explained
the text.
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orbit are being switched directly into an unbound region o
phase space and thus all will ionize directly. This picture
contrasts strongly with the conventional expectation tha
high angular momentum, initially circular states might be
especially stable. In fact, their high angular momentum i
part of the reason for their instability: without additional
constraints these orbits essentially spiral out to infinity as w
now discuss.

C. Zero-velocity surface and ionization threshold

In a previous publication we have examined in some de
tail the properties of the zero-velocity surface~ZVS! that
governs much of the dynamics@8#. It is useful to review
briefly the key points: the mixing of coordinates with mo-
menta in Eq.~5! precludes the construction of a potential-
energy surface in the usual sense. Nevertheless, it is possi
to compute zero-velocity curves for this problem@9# defined
by

J~x,y!5K2 1
2 ~ ẋ21 ẏ2!

52
1

r
2

v2~x21y2!

2
1Fx, ~19!

n

FIG. 3. Comparison of the change in the Jacobi function with
time ~oscillatory curve! with the estimate obtained using Eq.~18!
~smooth curve! for ~a! v52.5, F54.5, t/2p525 and~b! v54,
F54.5, t/2p525.
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where ẋ5px1vy and ẏ5py2vx. It is instructive to con-
sider first the caseF50 but in the rotating frame. Figure 4~a!
shows a section through the ZVS along thex axis for the
hydrogen atom. The ZVS has been likened to the calder
a volcano and consists of an interior region~the ‘‘caldera’’!
and an exterior region. The top of the caldera is a circu
rim. To make contact with the more familiar concept of t
effective potential contained in Eq.~5!, superimposed on the
ZVS is a plot ofV(r) at fixedPf51 along thex axis for
v51/2. Note how the effective potential has a minimum th
is contained inside the caldera. This minimum defines
location of circular orbits of the hydrogen atom in the rot
ing frame. In Figs. 4~b! and 4~c! are shown the correspond
ing plots withv51 andv53, respectively. Note how the
minimum inV(r) coincides exactly with the top of the rim
in the ZVS whenv51 and has moved exterior to the calde
when v is increased past the valuev51. This illustrates
nicely the difference between the low- and high-frequen
regimes. In particular, circular orbits of the hydrogen ato
are transformed to the exterior of the ZVS whenv.1. All of
this is for the unperturbed atom viewed in a rotating frame
reference. The potentialV(r) is clearly not conserved whe
the electric field is turned on but these pictures do provid
rough guideline that explains certain features in the dyna
ics with nonzero fields.

With increasingF, the functionJ(x,y) develops two
critical ~equilibrium! points along thex axis with x being
given by the two real solutions of the cubic equation
v2x32Fx26150. The two equilibria are found to lie alon
the positive and negativex axis and are a maximum~M ,
associated with the Trojan states! and a saddle point (S) both
of which are shown in Fig. 4~d!. Any orbits that are switched
to the interior to the ZVS cannot escape until the Jac
constant achieves its value at the saddle point. As show
@8# and discussed above it is also possible for orbits to e
exterior to the ZVS which may be stable or unstable. Initia
circular orbits in the unperturbed hydrogen atom will tend
be switched to the exterior regions of the ZVS ifv.1. It is
now clear why these orbits may ionize directly: unless th
are trapped by a dynamical potential such orbits may ion
by spiralling out to infinity. In some cases the minimum
the potentialV(r) can localize such states even in the pr
ence of a nonzero fieldF. In essence,V(r) persists as an
approximate, adiabatic potential. Section III describes
more detail numerical simulations of the ionization proce
with an emphasis on such circular orbits.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The first 3D classical simulations of ionization of hydr
gen atoms by CP and EP fields were performed by Griffi
and Farrelly using the Kustaanheimo-Stiefel transformat
~KS! @27,29#. In this method the problem is regularized usi
new variables~involving a scaling of the real time by th
radiusr ! to deal with the Coulomb singularity. The explicitl
time dependent switching functionf (t) complicates the
transformation, but this problem can be avoided by pass
to an extended 10D phase space as done in@27#. The ap-
proach used in@27# is built on an earlier study of the qua
dratic Zeeman effect~QZE! by Saini and Farrelly@30# who
performed adiabatic switching in regularized 2Dparabolic
of
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FIG. 4. Sections throughJ(x,y) in scaled units also showing in

~a!–~c! the effective potentialV(x,y) for ~a! v51/2, ~b! v51, ~c!
v53. In ~d! the saddle (S) and the maximum (M ) in the ZVS are
illustrated for a nonzero electric field.
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FIG. 5. Histrograms showing the fractionP of trajectories ionized during consecutive intervals during the pulse for 5000 trajectorie
field and pulse parameters as in Fig. 2 and~a! t/2p55, ~b! t/2p525, ~c! t/2p550. All initial conditions are chosen along a circular orb
The time-box interval (Dt) is 10 scaled units. Superimposed is the pulse shapef (t) which has been scaled so that its maximum coincid
with the peak of the histogram. Its actual value at the end of the rise time is unity. The arrow indicates the time at which the rise tim
pulse is complete.
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coordinates, also in an extended phase space~axial symmetry
of the QZE avoids the need for the full KS treatment!. Sub-
sequently, Rath and Richards@31# performed calculations us
ing the full KS transformation in extended phase space,
the same system as@30#—an account of the procedural de
tails can be found in@31#.

Following all of this work, although apparently unawa
of it, Gȩbarowski and Zakrzewski@11# adopted the identica
approach to that used in@27,29# in their studies of ionization
by CP microwaves. Of course, these types of simulati
while valuable for providing a database, do not, in the
selves, constitute a theory. We emphasize that our sim
tions are designed to test our analytical predictions and
r

,
-
a-
to

uncover a physical mechanism for ionization. This section
divided into two parts: the first studies ionization of circ
lar orbits in the high-frequency regime using generally t
same field parameters as Ref.@11#, while the second is a
study of the ionization of medium and low eccentricity orb
and a numerical investigation of the classical dynamics
the regular and chaotic regions of phase space.

A. Ionization of circular orbits

Figure 5 is a series of histograms showing the fract
@P(Dt)# of orbits that ionize at particular times along th
pulse~in intervals ofDt! for an ensemble of initially circular
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FIG. 6. Time evolution of orbit parameters for one of the outlying orbits in Fig. 5~b!: ~a! coordinate space projection of the orbit,~b!
Jacobi function,~c! the radiusr (t). The detail in panel~c! is magnification of the radius at the time of ionization,~d! the quantityQ. The
horizontal line is the asymptotic value as explained in the text.
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orbits for the same field parameters as Fig. 1. Each of
panels corresponds to a different rise time, ranging from
to slow switching. The ‘‘ionization time’’ was obtained a
follows: each trajectory was integrated until it had clea
ionized. Ionization was diagnosed by monitoring~i! the ra-
dius r (t) which, at ionization, increases rapidly, and, ap
from high-frequency oscillations, almost monotonically,~ii !
the quantityQ which assumes a constant value asympt
cally @compare Fig. 2#, and ~iii ! the quantity r p(t)
5Apx(t)21py(t)

2 which also, asymptotically, assumes
constant value. After it is decided that ionization has o
curred the trajectory is back integrated to its last point
closest approach to the nucleus—see Fig. 1~c!—and this es-
tablishes the time of ionization. Superimposed on Fig. 5,
on all subsequent histograms, is the pulse shape~note that
e
st

t

i-

-
f

d

the flat top, in this case, is not turned off!. It is remarkable
that, for essentially all of the orbits in Fig. 5 ionization o
curs during or very shortly after the pulse rise time. This
not surprising given the initial distribution ofQ values that is
prepared by the pulse.

Nevertheless, some of the orbits clearly do not ionize d
ing the rise time and so we examined the time evolution
one of the outlying orbits for the medium switching time
Fig. 5~b!: various orbital quantities are shown as a functi
of time for this trajectory in Fig. 6. It is clear from Fig. 6~c!
and the detail@which is a magnification of the radiusr (t)#
that immediately before ionization the orbit experiences
soft collision with the nucleus that causes it to ionize. T
detail in Fig. 6 is, in fact, typical of the behavior of thes
orbits immediately prior to ionization. Note that the fair
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FIG. 7. Time evolution of orbit parameters for one of the orbits corresponding to Fig. 5~a!: ~a! coordinate-space projection of the orb
~b! Jacobi function,~c! the quantityQ.
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periodic motion ofr (t) is interrupted by a collision with the
nucleus that causes the orbit to ionize. Such collisions
close encounters with the nucleus onlyseemunimportant
because the pulse prepares most of the orbits above or
slightly below the asymptotic ionization threshold.

For a short rise time most of the orbits ionize very early
the flat-top part of the pulse rather than during the rise of
pulse—see Fig. 5~a!. This occurs because the rise time is
fast: Fig. 7 shows the typical behavior of an orbit using
short sine-squared pulse: the electron almost ionizes@note,
in Fig. 7~a! its large excursion from the nucleus# but again
returns to the vicinity of the nucleus. Premature adjudicat
of its status might have led one to think the electron h
ionized earlier than it did. If the pulse starts dying off durin
this excursion, thereby lowering theQ value of the orbit
below the ionization threshold, ionization may be prevent
r

ry

e

n
d

.

This illustrates that the time scale of the pulse is faster t
the time scale for ionization and accounts for the shift of
distribution into the flat top.

Figure 5~c!, on the other hand, shows the limit of a muc
longer pulse rise time than that used in Fig. 5~b!. The pattern
is very similar to Fig. 5~b! except that an even larger fractio
of the orbits ionizeduring the pulse rise time. Figures 5~a!,
5~b!, and 5~c! provide a striking overview of how the puls
rise time affects the time of ionization. Yet, in each ca
most of the ensemble is ionized during the pulse rise time
very shortly thereafter.

In these simulations all of the initially circular orbit
achieve the sameK value at the end of the pulse. For th
present set of parameters this givesK52495/128'23.87.
Figure 8~a! is a composite SOS computed in the rotati
frame by integrating a random set of initial conditions
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fixed K and computing their intersection with the planeẋ
50. The Cartesian coordinate plane was then plotted. B
cause the coordinate plane is unbounded~orbits can go to
infinity! the SOS is cut off close to the nucleus. The advan
tage of plotting thex-y SOS is that it provides information
on where a particle is allowed to visit. TheK value that the
circular orbits are switched to is wellabovethe saddle-point

FIG. 8. ~a! Combined Poincare´ SOS for 200 randomly chosen
initial conditions, calculated, as described in the text, at constan
K, for v54, K0524.5, K5K01F2/2v2, andF54.5; ~b! as ~a!
but for a set of initial conditions lying on an initially circular Kepler
orbit taken from the ensemble used to compute Fig. 5~b!. The SOS
is computed in the rotating frame during the flat-top part of the
pulse.
e-

-

value. We emphasize that the set of initial conditions used
generating Fig. 8~a! contains states of all eccentricities. Th
only orbits relevant to the hydrogen atom are those wh
originate from the initial ensemble of circular orbits and F
8~b! shows their SOS.

The phase space for the parameters in Fig. 8~a! is divided
between a highly regular region and a chaotic sea that c
tains relatively few points. The orbits confined to KAM
curves close to the origin are very low angular-moment
states, i.e., highly eccentric, almost linear orbits~in the rotat-
ing frame initially linear orbits appear to rotate as shown
the inset. For details see@8#!. It should be noted that the
argument that collisions are necessary for ionizationdoes not
imply that collisions or close encounters with the nucleus
sufficientto cause ionization. For the present set of para
eters only almost linear orbits are stable. Most of the poi
that pepper the rest of the SOS are prompt ionizers,
inhabit the region where the initially circular orbits of Fig
5~b! are prepared. Because the SOS is computed in thex-y
plane it is easy to see that orbits of radiusr51 are highly
unstable and are, in fact, scattering orbits in most cases. N
that the pointx521, y50 is contained in the chaotic se
and this is roughly the region to which the initial ensemble
switched to by the pulse rise time. To verify this we compu
in Fig. 8~b! SOS for a selection of trajectories selected fro
the initial ensemble. These orbits were switched as in F
5~b! and at the top of the pulse their initial conditions we
transformed into the rotating frame where they were in
grated using theK value they were switched to by the puls
Figure 8~b! should be compared to Fig. 8~a! and shows
clearly where the initially circular orbits lie. Their ionizatio
is obviously due to the details of the pulse rise time and t
they do not experience hard collisions with the nucleus
irrelevant because they were switched, in most cases, dire
into the ionization channel. Section III B considers the io
ization of initially eccentric orbits.

B. Collisions with the nucleus as generators of chaos

In Ref. @10#, for a different set of parameters, it was foun
quantum mechanically that orbits that are initially of mediu
ellipticity are the easiest to ionize as compared to linear
circular states. This led those authors to conclude that c
sions are unimportant for ionization. For the parameters u
in Fig. 8 of @10# we computed times of ionization for~a!
initially circular orbits and~b! elliptical orbits for which ini-
tially Pf51/2. During the time of integration it is significan
thatnoneof the initially circular orbits ionized. Figure 9 is a
histogram for the elliptical orbits and in this case ionizati
occurs well into the flat-top part of the pulse. The integrati
was truncated during the flat top before all the orbits ioniz
The main point is that ionization takes a relatively long tim
to occur for the elliptical orbits and does not occurat all for
the circular orbits.

In fact, all the circular orbits were found to be switche
directly into the resonance island centered roughly at$x5
21, y50% in the SOS shown in Fig. 10~a!. This island is
associated with the minimum of the effective adiaba
V(r) potential lying exterior to the ZVS—compare to Fig
4~c!. Actually, as noted earlier, the island arises from
adiabatic decoupling of the fast angular frequency from

t
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slow radial frequency of a circular orbit. TheK value that the
circular orbits are switched to, in this caseK'22.6, lies
slightly below the saddle–point value ofK'22.49. The
SOS~not shown! computed for orbits taken from the initia
ensemble indicates that all of them end up rather tightly
the main resonance island@indicated by the top arrow in Fig
10~a!#. This shows, again, that low eccentricity orbits a
quite stable~see the large KAM curves close to the origin!.
In Fig. 10~a! there is a barrier~the white region! separating
the chaotic sea from the nucleus. This is an example o
forbidden region and corresponds to the barrier in the Z
~see Fig. 4!. Howard @24# pointed out the existence of for
bidden regions in this problem although their relevance w
discounted in@10#. Similar forbidden regions are well know
in the restricted three-body problem@9#.

The insets in Fig. 10~a! show two typical orbits, a circula
orbit from the 1:1 resonance island and an orbit from
chaotic sea. The circular orbit does not ionize while the c
otic orbit does: the chaotic orbit collides multiple time
with the ZVS before ionizing and its distance of closest a
proach is defined by the ZVS. However, this orbit does
correspond to an orbit of the hydrogen atom. The only orb
in Fig. 10~a! that have any physical meaning~in the sense of
originating from the initial hydrogenic ensemble! are those
that lie in the 1:1 resonance island. These are the initi
circular orbits that are switched to the valueK522.6. Or-
bits in the chaotic sea for this value ofK can be thought of as
representing states already containing contributions from
hydrogenic continuum. We estimated, and have confirm
numerically, that orbits having an initial angular momentu
Pf'0.9477 will be switched during the pulse turn on pr
cisely to the saddle-pointK value. A SOS for these orbits i
shown in Fig. 10~b!. Note that these orbits now lie justout-
side the resonance island and these orbits can now cross
saddle point and collide with the nucleus prior to ionizin
The inset shows the radius of such an orbit with time an
is apparent, as we argued in@8#, that this trajectory under
goes many close encounters with the nucleus prior to ion

FIG. 9. As Fig. 5~b! except forv52.1, F50.05 and initial
conditions chosen along an elliptical orbit~also shown! with initial
eccentricitye253/4 (Pf51/2).
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tion. The chaotic orbits shown in these figures obviously~a!
undergo close encounters with the nucleus~compare their
inner and outer turning points prior to ionization! and ~b!
ionize after being bounced from the core one last time.

Figure 10~c! is a histogram of ionization times, cut off a
t52000: note the very long ionization times compared
Fig. 5. This suggests many collisions prior to ionization
confirmed by the insets in Fig. 10~b!. As one moves to more
elliptical orbits the collisions with the nucleus becom
‘‘harder’’ and fewer are needed for ionization to occur. U
ing a numerically determined Jacobi constant for an o
initially having Pf51/2 ~i.e., for the orbits in Fig. 9! we
computed the SOS in Fig. 10~d!. In this figureK521.54
which is well above the saddle point. Again much of pha
space is regular close to the origin, but there is a sizea
chaotic sea corresponding to elliptical orbits. Significant
the resonance island atr'1 in Fig. 8~a! has moved even
farther from the nucleus. SOS for orbits comingonly from
the initial ensemble are shown in Fig. 10~e! together with a
typical ionizing orbit. Again, note the multiple collision
with the nucleus prior to ionization.

It is now obvious why the states originating from an in
tially elliptical orbit are much easier to ionize than the circ
lar orbits which are switched, in this example, into a regu
part of phase space by the pulse. Thus there is a sim
classical explanation for the results of the 2D quantum sim
lations of Ref.@10#: the circular orbits are switched int
KAM regions, as are the initially linear orbits. The states
medium eccentricity, for these field values, are switched
rectly into the chaotic sea. The difference in propensity
ionization can be understood not so much in terms
whether the ionizing states are initially elliptical or circul
because these concepts have no meaning when the CP
is actually ‘‘on.’’ What matters are~i! the Jacobi constant~s!
achieved by the ensemble at the end of the pulse rise t
and~ii ! where these orbits emerge in phase space. In the
of circular orbits each point along the orbit is switched into
KAM island and essentially the same Jacobi constantK, i.e.,
the distribution ofK values is very tight as given by Eq.~18!.
For electrons moving on the initially elliptical orbit shown i
Fig. 9 the final distribution of Jacobi constants is also qu
tight but clustered around a larger~less negative value! that
lies above the saddle point in the chaotic sea.

In Fig. 11 we show an orbit for different field paramete
that is switched to slightlybelow the saddle point and exte
rior to the ZVS together with its SOS@Figs. 11~a! and
11~b!#: Fig. 11~c!, on the other hand, shows the region
phase space into which essentially the entire ensem
emerges at the end of the pulse rise time. These orbits e
tually ionize after a remarkable sequence of hard collisio
with the ZVS exemplified by Fig. 11~a!. Note especially the
hugevalues the radius of the orbit achieves prior to its la
collision with the ZVS. These orbits are relatively rare sin
a slight decrease in initial eccentricity leads to the ensem
being switched above the saddle point when direct collisi
with the nucleus dominate. It is hard to reconcile the sta
ments in@11# that collisions with the core are irrelevant wit
this figure.

Finally we arrive at the mechanism by which chaos
generated in this problem. Figure 11~d! is a composite that
shows the behavior of the radiusr (t), the angular momen-
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FIG. 10. ~a! Combined SOS for 100 randomly chosen initial conditions, calculated as described in the text at constantK, for v52.1,
K0522.6, K5K01F2/2v2, andF50.05. The arrows relate typical orbits to the SOS. The top inset is anx-y plot of an orbit taken from
the regular region, while the bottom inset is a radius (r ) vs time (t) plot for an orbit taken in the chaotic region.~b! SOS for elliptical orbits
with Pf'0.9477 that are switched to the saddle-point value ofK; ~c! histogram showing ionization times for the ensemble in~b! cutoff at
t52000; ~d! composite SOS forK521.54; ~e! SOS for elliptical orbits withPf51/2 that are switched to a value ofK521.54 that is
above the saddle-point value.
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55 3743HYDROGEN ATOM IN CIRCULARLY POLARIZED . . .
FIG. 11. ~a! r (t) for an orbit with initialPf50.98,K0522.55,v52.1, andF50.05. The saddle-point energy isK522.49 for these
parameters. Note the sequence of large excursions from the core followed by violent collisions with the ZVS. Its Poincare´ SOS is shown in
~b! while the SOS for an initial ensemble of 50 trajectories chosen withPf50.98 is represented in~c!. Note how different parts of the initia
eccentric orbit are switched to different parts of phase space, as described in@8#. Frame~d! compares the behavior of the radius,r (t), the
angular momentum,Pf(t), andQ(t) for the orbit in~a!. The quantitiesr (t) andQ(t) have each been scaled and then offset by a cons
amount for clarity. The horizontal line shows the asymptotic ionization threshold forQ.
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tum Pf(t), andQ(t) for the orbit in Fig. 11~a!. During each
collision the angular momentum is roughly conserved wh
for large excursions from the nucleus, the angular mom
tum oscillates wildly~after ionization, going asr cosu!. On
the other hand, the asymptotic quantityQ is best conserved
~as expected! when the electron is far from the nucleus. No
how ionization occurs afterQ has exceeded the asymptot
ionization threshold. Collisions with the core thus serve
‘‘pump up’’ Q until ionization occurs. The correlation be
tweenr (t), Pf(t) andQ is remarkable.

Figure 12 is a SOS computed for field parameters
which a large chaotic sea is present. The parameters are
,
n-

o

r
ho-

sen to allow comparison with Ref.@15#: we usev54, F
50.01,K521.52. At issue is the behavior of orbits starte
out in the chaotic sea. In Ref.@15# the point is made tha
orbits started out in the chaotic sea undergo repeated c
sions with the nucleus and this may eventually lead to th
ionization. Note that these simulations refer to a CW situ
tion which may be relevant to the case of an ultrahigh m
lecular Rydberg state. Further the SOS in Fig. 12 relate to
ensembleof initial conditions with the same Jacobi constan
Figure 12 shows a typical orbit that repeatedly collides w
the nucleus before ionizing—in this case there is no Z
barrier to scatter from, i.e., the rotating frame energy is
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above the saddle-point energy. In fact the situation is q
reminiscent of chaotic scattering of atoms from a corruga
surface@32#. Note also the resonance islands apparent in
SOS: a typical orbit is also shown in Fig. 12 and it is cle
that this orbit doesnot collide with the nucleus, hence it
stability. To the extent that the CP problem is important
relation to issues of ‘‘quantum chaos’’ then to the same
tent are collisions necessary to generate chaos in this p
lem. Any diffusive excitation mechanism@10,11#, i.e., any
mechanism that assumes diffusive transport through ph
space, must, therefore, involve collisions. Elsewhere we
provide a more thorough account of chaotic scattering in
system@33# and simulations for 2D and 3D ionization.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined the question of how hydrogen ato
in circular polarized microwave fields become ionized us
classical mechanical methods and simulations. Most of
simulations were for the case of initially circular orbits in
2D model of the atom, i.e., motion confined to the plane
polarization. Kapitza’s method was used to estimate
value of the Jacobi constantK induced by the shape and tim
of the pulse rise time and this allowed us to explain
strong pulse dependence of ionization probabilities for cir
lar and low eccentricity states.

The complexity of the ionization of hydrogen atoms in C
microwaves can be ascribed to the fact that orbits of differ
eccentricity in the original ensemble are not only switch
by the pulse rise time into different regions of phase spa
but also, effectively, to different energies in a rotating fram
Further, the phase space of the CP problem is obviously v
different from the unperturbed hydrogen atom and depe
strongly on the particular CP field strength and frequen
used. Perturbative arguments such as ‘‘an orbit is circula
the hydrogen atom, is of high angular momentum and, th
fore, cannot collide with the nucleus,’’ simply do not work
angular momentum is destroyed as a constant of the mo
The CP problem turns out to be tunable between two in
grable limits and the transition can proceed smoothly
through transitions to chaos, depending on the particular
the field used@26#. The sensitive way that the system d
pends on the pulse shape, the field parameters and the o
in the initial ensemble essentially rules out simplistic, a
embracing explanations. Ionization depends on~a! the value
the Jacobi constant achieves at the end of the rise time
~b! the part of phase space that the ensemble finds i
switched to by the pulse. The regularity or chaoticity
phase space itself depends on the Jacobi constant an
particular field parameters.

Arguments that collisions are unnecessary for ionizat
in the CP problem were also examined in some detail:
conclude that, unless the electron is ionized during the
time of the pulse, ionization can proceed only through co
sions. The ‘‘hardness’’ of the collision and distance-o
closest approach obviously depend on how close to
asymptotic ionization threshold the electron is at the star
the flat top. Since, for the field parameters and pulses use
some previous simulations@10,11#, we demonstrated tha
te
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most of the atoms are already ionized before the flat top,
an oversimplification to conclude that circular orbits, in ge
eral, ionize without colliding with the nucleus. This concl
sion is misleading and provides little insight into the non
ear dynamics of how a Rydberg electron interacting with
CP microwave field finds its way into the exit channel~un-
less the pulse rise time places it there from the start!. Weakly
bound electrons need only experience soft collisions with
nucleus. Importantly, such weakly bound electrons live at
very periphery of a chaotic sea and are too fragile to unde
many such collisions without ionizing. As one penetrates f
ther into the chaotic sea, actually, one is sampling orbits
are more tightly bound and, therefore, must collide mo
often and more frequently with the nucleus if they are
ionize. In reality, the chaotic sea exists precisely because
chaotic sequence of collisions between the electron and
ther a barrier in the ZVS or the nucleus. At some point t
electron is simply knocked out of the atom by scatteri
from the core, and, in most cases by direct collisions with
nucleus itself.
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FIG. 12. Combined Poincare´ SOS for 200 randomly chosen ini
tial conditions, calculated as described in the text at constantK5
21.52, forv54, andF50.01.
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